
AI-powered Advanced
Translation Solutions
by Noventiq



Video Translation
(Batch) 

Multilingual Speech Translation
(Realtime)

Now tap into new

markets swiftly and

ensure your video

content resonates with

diverse audiences

worldwide with our AI-

powered video

translation service

(batch) and Microsoft

Azure AI Speech.

Imagine a world where news channels deliver accurate and timely information to
global audiences, reaching millions more viewers quickly. Businesses resonate with
target markets by localizing advertising and marketing videos, boosting brand
engagement and loyalty. Content creators expand their reach by translating vlogs and
short videos for international audiences. Corporations ensure effective communication
across their workforce by localizing training videos for employees in different regions.

Introducing our flagship solutions:

Amplify your Global Footprint with Noventiq AI-Powered Video Translation Service

In a globalized world, effective communication across language barriers is crucial. At
Noventiq, we offer cutting-edge translation services powered by Azure AI to help you
connect with the global audience.



Expand your
content's reach 

by effortlessly translating
your videos into multiple
languages for a global

audience

Boost content
accessibility  

with accurate and
synchronized subtitles

Enhance viewer
engagement 

with multilingual AI
voiceovers that infuse

emotion and clarity into
your videos

Achieve unmatched precision with over 90% Azure
speech accuracy. Deliver your message flawlessly in
any language, ensuring reliable and confident global
storytelling.

With our service, you can:

Harness the power of AI to Break Language Barriers & Go Global

Multilingual
Language
Support

Integrated
Voiceovers

and Subtitles

Easy
Subtitle

Downloads

Exceptional
Translation
Accuracy

Seamlessly communicate your message and reach an
international audience with AI video translation,
supporting languages like Hindi, Spanish, Chinese,
Korean, and English.

Boost engagement worldwide with our all-in-one
feature. Turn your videos into captivating experiences
using dynamic AI voiceovers and precise subtitles.

Empower your content creation with our AI Translation.
Easily download subtitle files for flexibility and
convenience, ensuring accessibility and customization
for your audience.



Global
Reach

Seamless
Integration

Cutting-Edge
Technology

Customer-Centric
Approach

Enhanced User
Experience

Expand your content’s reach
to international audiences,

enhancing engagement and
driving growth

Our services integrate
smoothly with your existing
systems, ensuring a hassle-

free experience

Utilize Azure’s state-of-the-
art AI services for accurate
and real-time translations

Our solutions are tailored to
meet your needs, providing
maximum value and impact

Improve user satisfaction by
providing localized content
that resonates with diverse

audiences

Why
Choose

Noventiq?

Pricing details will be provided upon request. For a custom quote, please get in touch with us.

Communicate in Any Language with our AI-powered Speech Translation Service (Preview)

Envision yourself:

Receiving audio in a wide range of languages,
without knowing beforehand which language
is being spoken. In addition to receiving the
translated audio, you are also been told what
language is being spoken in the input audio.

Getting input audio in multiple languages, and
have them all translated and output into a
target language.

Unlock new possibilities with Noventiq’s Multilingual Speech Translation service (real time). With
this solution, you can interact with anyone and in any language easily in real time. Now explore
new avenues that previously were tedious, incredibly inefficient, or downright impossible.

Contact us today to discover the possibility of AI at your workplace.



At Noventiq, your success is our priority.

To learn more about how we can support your business or to
schedule a personalized consultation, please reach out to us at
india@noventiq.com || www.noventiqindia.com

CONTACT US

www.linkedin.com/noventiqindia

www.youtube.com/noventiqindia

ABOUT US

Noventiq (Noventiq Holdings PLC),
headquartered in London, is a premier
provider of digital transformation and
cybersecurity solutions, serving over
80,000 organizations worldwide. We offer
a bridge to digital excellence by
connecting clients with leading vendors
and our innovative solutions and services.
With an employee strength of over 6.4k.
we are operating across 60 countries in
India, Asia, Latin America, Europe, the
Middle East, and Africa.

At the heart of our operations, Noventiq India leads the way in providing digital transformation
services & solutions tailored specifically for the Indian market. As a vital part of the global
Noventiq network, we combine deep industry expertise with a strong understanding of the local
business environment. 


